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At the conclusion of each session the subjects were asked to explain
(in writing and privately) how they had made their decisions. Their
complete answers follow:

========================================

A.01: [Stochastic]

Pursuer: Tried to use the left card. Being the evader got more money.

Evader: The probability of 3 to 6 is a lot higher than the probability of 1
and 2. So I decided to put Left since I was an evader. Unless it's 1 or 2, I
get the token. Sometimes I put Right whenever I think it's gonna be one or
two.
________________________________________

A.02: [Stochastic]

Pursuer: Because the Evader had the advantage the entire time, I figured
that my best chance was to play left always and hope for a 1 or 2 on the
die. The Evader rarely played right so I took my chances with the left.

Evader: As the evader I realized that left would mean a higher probability
of me winning, so 90-95% of the time I went left. however, I went right
occasionally to keep my pursuer somewhat off-balance. Also towards the end
it seemed as though 1's and 2's appeared more frequently so I would
sometimes switch to the right after a 1 or a 2 -- luck/superstition I guess!

[Evader played Right only 16 times out of 200, and was matched only 3 of
those times, losing on one of them. Evader was wrong about 1s and 2s
appearing more frequently in later rounds -- they actually appeared a bit
less frequently. Pursuer went Right only 22 times, 15 of them in rounds 106
to 132. Pursuer won 52 times, greater than the 44 expected under minimax
play.]
__________________________________________

A.03: [Stochastic]

Pursuer: I was at first trying to compete against my competitor, knowing
that he'd usually put out L, but only on occasion put out R as a defense.
Then I decided that I should compete against the die, knowing that a 3,4,5,
or 6 would be more common than a 1 or 2. Then, out of INCREDIBLE FRUSTRATION
knowing that my competitor would get approx. 9 times what I earned, I didn't
really care.

Evader: There were certain times during the game that I felt reasonably sure
I knew what the other player would do, based upon the fact that he sometimes
fell into a predictable pattern. Those times I wasn't sure I decided to go
left, since the odds were in my favor if I did so. I felt I couldn't go left
every time, as odds would suggest, and it would benefit me to make him think
I would go right every so often.
_______________________________________

C.01: [Stochastic]

Pursuer: Tried to look for a pattern in his choices. For the most part, I
tried to increase my chances of winning by picking "left." The game was more
even than I thought it would be initially. I think, however, luck had the
most influence on the outcome.

Evader: Being the evader, the roll of the die is in your favor. The "left"
card is also in your favor. Time is not in your favor at all, obviously. It
is hard to try to "mess" the other person up. It seems that the evader
*should* do the left card. I tried to guess the probability of when a 1 or 2
was "due" up on the dice, and sneak a right card in. It is not very easy to
figure out when the other person is going to change their "favorable" left
or right card.
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_______________________________________________

C.02: [Stochastic]

Pursuer: I made my choice. as the pursuer, according to what I thought the
evader would do. Sometimes I would try to guess what the die roll would be,
and didn't even think about what the evader was going to do.

Evader: For the most part, I observed the "odds" of what could happen. Being
the "evader," I noticed that the best odds were when I chose Left because at
only left "two" possible dice sides for the intruder to when; that is why
the majority of the moves were left. Occasionally I chose right because of
possibilities that it would end up a one or two instead.
________________________________________________

C.03: [Stochastic]

Pursuer: Not much of a strategy as the probability of pursuer winning was
quite distrubuted. I did play left more as I thought the other person would
play left more as chances of 1&2 on dice are less than 3,4,5,6.

Evader: If I don't know how to play, just give left, sometimes give right.
___________________________________________

E.02: [Stochastic]

Pursuer: I don't think the Prob. of the capture is twice as the prob. of the
evader. The evader has a strong intention to choose L. There exists a
condidtional probability.

Evader: I was the Evader, and it was a fair die. So the prob. of each pt is
same. When die is 3456 (2/3 chance) would be apear, and I would get to keep
the pin. When both moved Left, or R&L. So I put Left most of time. But
sometimes die came up 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 many time in a row. I would change
the card to Right. Even the chance is smaller to come w/ 1 or 2, it's more
likely would show up after many of 3,4,5,6 (fair die).
_____________________________________________

F.01: [Stochastic]

Pursuer: I just played L's until he played a bunch of R then I went w/ that
because I had better luck w/ the dice. I was pretty much screwed to chance
no matter what I did though. [Note: This Pursuer won only 39 times ($19.50),
slightly fewer than the expected number of 44.]

Evader: I tried to predict what the other person would do based on how they
react to what I do. I also watched the dice and tried to predict the odds of
when it would land on 1 or 2, so I would pick right.
_______________________________________

F.02: [Stochastic]

Pursuer: Since he played had numerical advantage played his head [?],
generally Left.

Evader: At first I played left thinking that if he played just left I should
win 2/3 of the money. Eventually he caught on to this an started to play all
lefts. At this point I started playing some rights to "keep him honest" and
keep the threat of playing a right in his head. However, I realized that I
had lost 1/3 of my money after only about 140 turns, so the strategy of
"keeping him honest" was hurting me -- I should have just played lefts all
along.

[Note: In fact, this Evader played Right 24 times and the Pursuer matched
him only 3 of those times, winning on only 2 of them. So Evader's plays of
Right were actually very successful. Moreover, his expected loss after 140
rounds of minimax play would be about $15.50 of his original $50 -- just
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about the 1/3 of his money he actually lost but felt bad about.]

======================================================================

B.01: [Deterministic]

Pursuer: Since I was the pursuer I tried to go for the double (RR) that was
the biggest payoff and sometimes I didn't feel so bad if it was RL because
during the RR times I won bigger. I was routine after the first 100. At one
point I tried to see which card slid slower and faster, then once I figured
out his R was slow would play I would also play R. That only worked a few
times because he could have pushed it with more force. This was by far the
best and most fun experiment.

No Evader feedback.
_____________________________________

B.02: [Deterministic]

Pursuer: I would play left most of the time, since that was the only non-
zero sum choice available. The other choice was a zero sum, so it would not
be used as much. Right would be chosen on guesses as to when it would be
played, and then usually again if it failed the first time.

Evader: No strategy really, but I did watch the sheet every so often. I
noticed at one point I had done 10 lefts and was doing it again -- on the
10th one did a right before but not the second time. The evader anticipated
it and did that move. Other than that I just tried to be consistent and
sometimes throw in a right or do something less common. I figured mostly
lefts because it's not my money anyways.
_____________________________________

B.03 [Deterministic]

Pursuer: Obviously for myself, as the pursuer, I would have wanted all the
turns to be right, but would have been happy with all left turns. But due to
the irrationality of people, I had to assume that the evader wouldn't want
to split. But at the beginning, there were a few lefts in a row, then he
changed it. He seemed to do an additional right after we'd match a right.
Even when I failed to match a few lefts, I'd stick with the right and make
back my losses.

Evader: Tried to predict the thought-process of my opponent. Tried to notice
a pattern of his choices and play my cards accordingly to maximize profit.
_______________________________________

B.04: [Deterministic]

Pursuer: There is obviously no very specific pattern. Hard to guess what the
other is going to do.

Evader: I was the evader for this experiment. My strategy, if any, was to
keep playing left because the most I could lose was 1 to Ken, instead if I
played right I could lose as much as 2 although I could also lose none.
Sometimes I played right because I felt that the pursuer changed every 3
games.
________________________________________________

D.01: [Deterministic]

Pursuer: As the pursuer I was trying to find some type of pattern in the
evaders decisions. I tried not to follow his steps when he changed
directions (i.e. when he moved left a lot then all of a sudden switch to
right on a move, I stayed going left, rather than following him.)

Evader: Strategy better than even try to be predictable by the opponent and
sometimes change. but in the end, worst case even or better for me. Losing 1
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is not big deal.
_______________________________________________

D.02: [Deterministic]

Pursuer: I thought there would be a lot more "strategy" maneuvering to
prevent me from catching him but he fell into a pattern of consistenly "L."
Me, being kind of jumpy and always short of patience made some errors due to
that fact. Then, I also lost when he put a R and I thought the next might be
another R to throw me off, but he would just hit on "L," I would stay with
the R's -- expecting one anytime until I couldn't stand it any longer and
revert to the monotonous L.

Evader: Being the evader, tried to make other guess what I would do, tried
opposite. Was conservative for a while using "L," then change to R, usually
win.
______________________________________________

D.03: [Deterministic]

Pursuer: If a pattern seemed to be forming from my partner, I tried to break
it. If I had broken the same 'pattern' (such as doing the same card
over+over after winning w/ it) more than twice, I changed once and then went
back to it. A couple of times I just chose randomly.

Evader: I figured it was always best to play the L, as I could lose only 1,
rather than a possible 2 with the R. But, even with that in mind, I found
myself gambling here and there, attempting to pick up on my partner's
strategies, if any. I found that it often happened that if I won a round,
she might do the opposite (thinking that I'd do the same) on the next round.
So, I played accordingly. This same strategy was used when *she* won a
round.
______________________________________________

D.04: [Deterministic. Pursuer won 145, better than minimax of 133.]

Pursuer: I tried to find a pattern to the way he was laying the cards when
that didn't work I just kept laying the left and threw in an occasional
right. I knew he would lay more lefts because they were worth more so I
figured getting the ones was more important than the twos.

Evader: My strategy was to simply go with the probability. The payoff for my
opponent guessing wrong was the same for each, but *my* penalty for my
partner guessing right was double if I went right. So the majority of the
time I went left and threw a smattering of rights in to keep her off my
stride.
_____________________________________________

E.01: [Deterministic]

Pursuer: My rival tried to keep left which is best way to lose less money.
While I played I kept reading the record the monitor wrote and found he was
very consistent to keep left and left again. And when he lost, he would like
to change left to right, but just one time.

Evader: I was trying to snooker (outsmart) my pursuer. Could of gone Left
all the time with less risk. However my pursuer would chose Left or Right
for several times in a row, and one idea was to lead him on with Left and
then bushwack him with Right or vice versa. Sometimes this strategy
backfired when he chose the same direction as I did! Suspictions of my
pursuer being a mind reader did cross my mind, but I think luck did play a
small role. My pursuer seemed to favor Right a lot, but sometimes chose Left
to least get something. Although choosing Left was the safest route I could
of taken, I risked choosing Right when I thought he would take Left. This
idea for the most part burned me, and was responsible for most of my
pursuer's earnings. This experiment is great to find candidates who would
become Jedi Knights.
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[Note: Evader is essentially correct, because even though he went Left 75%
of the time, the Pursuer went Left far too rarely, only 51% of the time.
This Evader went Right only 50 times and was matched 23 of those times (more
than the 1/3, or 17, that would be expected if Pursuer was playing minimax);
and Evader went Left 150 times and was matched only 73 times, again just
under 1/2, but which is *less* than the 2/3 that would be expected under
Pursuer minimax play.
_________________________________________

F.03: [Deterministic]

Pursuer: I didn't think he would throw R after RR. In the first half he
didn't throw R 2 times in a row. [Note: This is incorrect. In his first 60
plays the Evader had two 2-R runs and a 4-R run. After that, however, he had
only two more R-runs (both length 2).]

Evader: It is good not to follow same patterns. Placing cards randomly. And
try to guess the opponent's expectation.
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